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SECTION 2 CHANGES
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2.1

Digital Uplink to LGC (P27'

By means of the LGC UPLINK, ground control can insert data or issue instruc¬
tions to the LGC in the same manner that these functions are normally performed by
the spacecraft crew in using the DSKY keyboard. The LGC is programmed to accept
the following UPLINK inputs:
1. LIFTOFF TIME INCREMENT: Provides ground capability via VERB 70 to
increment or decrement the LGC clock, LM and CSM state vector times and
TEPIIEM time with a double precision octal time value, scaled centiseconds
/2

,

2.

CONTIGUOUS BLOCK UPDATE: Provides ground capability via VERB 71,

to update

from 1 to 18 consecutive E memory I’egisters in the same ERANK.

3. SCATTER UPDATE: Provides ground capability via VERB 72 to update from
1 to 9 nonconsecutive E memory registers in the same or different EBANK's.

All information received by the LGC from the uplink is in the form of keyboard char¬
acters. Each character is assigned an identifying code number called its character
code. Each character code transmitted to the LGC is sent as a triply redundant uplink
word preceded by a leading "l" bit. Thus, if C is the 5-bit character code, then the
16 bit uplink word has the form:

i ccc
where C denotes the bit-by-bit complement of C. (Table 2-1 defines all the legal input
keycodes.) To these 16 bits of information the ground adds a 3-bit code specifying the
system aboard the spacecraft which is to be the final recipient of the data and a 3-bit
code indicating .the spacecraft which should receive the information. The 22 total bits
are sub-bit encoded (replacing each bit with a 5-bit code for transmission). If the mes¬
sage is received and successfully decoded, the on-board receiver will send back an

PRELIMINARY

4. OCTAL CLOCK INCREMENT: Provides ground capability via VERB 73 to
increment or decrement the LGC clock with a double precision octal time value
scaled centiseconds/228.

8-bit "message accepted pulse" to the ground and shift the original 16 bits of the up¬
link word to the LGC (ICC C). The leading "l" bit causes an interrupt within the
LGC after all 16 bits have been shifted from the uplink receiver.

£

Any ground command sequence normally transmitted via the uplink may be
duplicated by the astronaut Wa the keyboard. All reference to uplink words used in
this section are in the form transmitted from the uplink receiver to the LGC. There¬
fore, they do not contain the vehicle or subsystem addresses added by the ground
facilities.
During ground -testing -tf>« coord of OPRuP-ns omd the sum of the CCC codes
enter mg the U&C waccumuldted m evo.sa.Me registers pervnLttwq a.
Count aM -sujm-cWeob on data.
UPLINK to the LG-C ~
-feature mill not be used «« -flight 6eca.use the summing*of uph'nk.”
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Absolute Addresses for UPDATE Program

AHSULUTE ADDRESSES FOR UPDATE PROGRAM
THIS SECTION PROVIDES ECAOAS FOR SECTION 2 OF
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Contents

Word Number
39-44
(Cont'd)
Flagword
3

Meaning

Bit
12

LUNAFLAG.

Used In lat-long subroutine. A 1 means lunar lat-

long. A 0 means earth lat-long.
call lat-long subroutine.

Set to 0 or 1 by routines that

NODO P07 BIT is set to 1 by ground uplink
at liftoff
Tested by V92 which performs
POODOO (alarm 21521) if the bit is set.
Tested in UPRUPT which maintains erasable
sum of key codes if the bit is 0. (NOTE:
this bit is not cleared by FRESH START.)

3

10

VFLAG.

Used In automatic star selection routine (R56) during

IMU alignment program (P52).

Set to 1 to indicate that a pair

of stars are not in the AOT field-of-view.
stars found.

Set to 0 if pair of

Initially set to 1 at beginning of R56 and is used

temporarily for program control purposes.

R04FLAG.

Set to 1 by Verb 63 entry to indicate R04 is running

and set to 0 at the end of R04.

Set to 0 by Verb 78 entry to indi¬

cate R77 is running, rather than R04, since the two routines use
much of the same coding.

Set to 0 in R00 (V37).

Set to 0 in the

beginning of P3^P22 in order that alarm 521 be sent if the radar can¬
not be read. Set to 1 by R65 before reading RR and set to 0 by
R65 after reading RR. The bit is checked in the RADAREAD routine
(which is used by R04 and P20/P22) if the radar cannot be read: if

PRELIMINARY

the bit is 1 (R04 is running), alarm 521 will not be sent.

2-41
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Word Number

Contents

39-44
(Cont'd
Flagword

ID

Bit

11

LRINH. This bit is initially reset to 0 by R00 allowing the
landing radar data to be read and tested but not incorporated
into the state vector.

The bit may be set to 1 via extended

verb 57, permitting landing radar data incorporation into the
state vector.

It is reset to 0 via extended verb 58 and also

R12 (when LM altitude below 50 feet) inhibiting landing radar
data incorporation.

Bit may be reset to 0 after it has been

set to 1 in V57.

VELDATA.

11

Bit is set to 1 by the landing radar velocity read

routine after a valid reading has been made.

A 1 indicates that

a landing radar velocity reading has been made and that the data
is available. Bit is reset to 0 by R12 after the data is used. Bit has
a limited value on the downlink because it is set and reset at least
once during a two second interval;and,due to the fact that the down¬
link reads this bit at the same point during each pass, it may read
exactly the same (either always set or always reset) on each pass.
LPOS2FLG.

Set 1 in SETPOS2 to inform that position 2

transformation is being used.
V37 logic.
11

11

5

4

Reset 0 in fresh start and

Also set 0 for abort or abort stage.

Mot u,se4.

RNGEDATA.

Bit is set to 1 by the landing radar altitude read

routine after a valid reading has been made.

A 1 indicates

that a landing radar altitude reading has been made and that
the data is available.
used.

Bit is reset to 0 by R12 after the data is

Bit has a limited value on the downlink because it is set

and reset at least once during a two second interval;and,due to
the fact that the downlink reads this bit at the same point during
each pass, it may read exactly the saip,e (efther .always set or .
always reset) on each pass.
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V LUNAR SURFACE ALIGN LIST
Word Number

Contents
I.D. word for this list. Will contain 77772g.

/T\

Sync bits. Will contain 77340g.
Same as words 2-8 on Orbital Maneuvers List.
Same as words 9-13 on Rendezvous and Prethrust List.
TALIGN. Time to which a landing site or LM state vector is
referenced for the landing site and nominal IMU alignment
orientations during P52 and P57. Scaled centiseconds/228,
referenced to computer clock.
15-20

Same

21-23

Y NAV BASE VECTOR (X, Y, Z). Orientation of Y component of
navigation base with respect to lunar-fixed coordinate system.
Computed initially by P68. Computed with each P57 alignment if

II
A

s words 15-20 on Orbital Maneuvers List.

REFSMFLG (Bit 13 of flagword 3) is set 1. Unit vector.
Scaled 2'1.
Z NAV BASE VECTOR (X. Y, Z). Orientation of Z component of
navigation base with respect to lunar-fixed coordinate system.
Computed initially by P68. Computed with each P57 alignment if
REFSMFLG (Bit 13 of flagword 3) is set 1. Unit vector.
Scaled 2*1.
swordf27<>o

Rendezvous and Prethrust List.

s words 30-64 o Orbital Maneuvers List.
s words 65-74 o Coast and Align List.
GRAVITY VECTOR.

Defines directioi^of^ravit^^itJ^e^ecMo^

body axes. flBMHMHMPMHBIHBI^Recomputei^^theaci^^™
technique 1 A 3alignment in P57. Unit vector. Scaled 2*1.
Same as word 9 on Coast and Align List.
Same as word 79 on Coast and Align List.
Same as words 80-98 on Orbital Maneuvers List.
Spares.

See page 2-70 for definition.

Same as word 76 on Coast and Align List.
Same as word 29 on Rendezvous and Prethrust List.
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SECTION 3 CHANGES

The 1/ACCS Routine
Another part of the SERVICER program is the 1/ACCS routine, the primary
function of which is to compute the control effectiveness of the LM DAP as a
function of the vehicle mass, the unfailed jets, the configuration, and other such
factors. In addition to being executed as part of the SERVICER program every
2 seconds during powered-flight mission phases, 1/ACCS is called several times
during a mission when certain discrete events occur, such as restarts, fresh
starts, detection of disabled jets, data load by crew (Routine 03), resetting of the
attitude deadband, and the turning-off of the main engine. Also, prior to lunar
lift-off, the ignition logic of the powered-ascent program (PI2) loads the bias an¬
gular accelerations of the state estimator from the prior estimates given in padloaded erasables IGNAOSQ and IGNAOSR. This is followed by an execution of
1/ACCS that establishes the proper ascent control effectiveness.
The first thing done in 1/ACCS is a determination of the vehicle configura¬
tion on the basis of APSFLAG and CSMDOCKD. The LM mass limits and the
mass-to-inertia coefficients to be used in 1/ACCSitself are selected on this basis.
Next, the mass of the LM alone is separated out as follows:
a) For the LM-alone case, LM mass = total mass.
b) For the CSM-docked case, LM mass = total mass - CSM mass.
The LM mass, which is displayed and loaded in Routine 03, is therefore kept up¬
dated duringburns as though it were maintained directly in the SERVICER program.
There is a check on the LM mass in the 1/ACCS routine that serves to keep
this critical parameter within a reasonable range despite any possible error in
the initialization, in the Routine 03 load, or in SERVICER maintenance.

It also

results in an automatic correction of the mass when staging occurs, since the
old, descent value is too high for the ascent stage alone.
The following limits on the LM mass have been implemented:
Highest descent mass
Lowest descent mass = 3858 lb + HIASCENT
Highest ascent mass = HIASCENT
Lowest ascent mass = 4850 lb
HIASCENT was made a pad-loaded erasable quantity so that it can reflect the
ascent fuel loading used in each particular flight.

Its value for a fully loaded

ascent stage is about 11, 133 lb, and it is so initialized in a fresh start (to be
over-written by the erasable load shortly thereafter).

HIASCENT should not be

less than 7265 lb, in order that the minimum descent mass will not be too low.
When the LM mass is found to violate a limit, its value is changed to equal the
limit (maximum or minimum); the total mass is changed correspondingly.
3.6-8
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SECTION 5 CHANGES

Figure 2.4-1 Target Acquisition Routine (Page 1 of 2)

PRELIMINARY

ID
At the^tart of t^e Target Acquisition Routine in
Fig. 2. 4-1 the rang^jTdetermined between the LM and CSM
by taking the vector difference between the LM and CSM position

P6K
Zft

vectors propagated to that time^lf the range is greater than)
"1000 nrn, a program alarm is issued sincg/theRR is unqble to
. --—»
iJhMfcr'A *fOC h
provide the correct range information to the LGC^because of
the ranging technique used in the radar.

.

‘toSt'rfti ok left

After verifying that the range between the LM and
i

£ the,

CSM is less than 400 nm, the Preferred Tracking Attitude
Routine (R-61 of Sections 4 and 5. 2. 4.4) is used to align the

is qirealir
ibnr, HOOUk', IhJP'll

LM +Z-axis along the LOS to the CSM.

This is done to insure

that the RR antenna will be designated in the correct antenna
angular coverage region ( Mode 1 of Fig. 2.4-3) for operation

is runnwtjj+k LCC

with program P-20.

In addition, this attitude permits the LM

flashes range o.nl

optical beacon to be seen by the CSM in case optical tracking

range tale.If P-2.0 >s

is being performed.

running ivi+l eU&j, ') VC.
nangej the ALAfW

Qjhr is Ato'Jk/jU

The LM optical beacon is centered with

respect to the LM +Z-axis and has a beamwidth of approximately
60 degrees.

In Sections 5. 2. 4. 2. 1 and 5. 2. 4. 4 it is seen that

the LM +Z-axis is continuously directed along the LOS to the CSM
by use of the Fine Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine (R-65)

AstroHLtiPi*Ly Met? ca-H when RR Data is being used to update the navigation equationsJin
He range. r*»ie.-rdtc

P-20.

In addition it is seen in Section 5. 2. 4. 2. 1 that the RR data

is not used to update the navigation equations if the RR is more than
Jiiphy, tr L>t so

30 from the LM +Z-axis.

/its/res . I* either

not only insure that the LM optical beacon will be seen by the CSM

case ^ fonje en/

but also insure a reliable estimate of the RR angle biases when
processing RR data.

The above constraints on LM attitude

nuyt -r*le art
rtctlct/fi'h’//
perio JiLc*Hy} unfit
'fit rtkje.

is less

Hu* yoe

h tof

After using the Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine
in Fig. 2. 4-1 the LGC checks to see if the RR Auto Mode
discrete is being received from the RR.

This discrete signifies

that the RR is on and has been placed under LGC control by a

5.2-38
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Figure 2.4-6 RR Data Read Routine (Page 2 of 3
5.2-55

PRELIMINARY

In this section an explanation will be given only
for those logic steps in Fig. 2. 4-6 associated with the use of
the RB Data Read Routine during operation of the Rendezvous
Navigation Program (P-20).
In Fig. 2.4-6, the first check made by the routine,
after establishing that P-20 or P-22 is being used, is to see if
the Track flag is present.

This flag is removed during the

preparation and execution of a LM AV maneuver when there
is no desire to have the routine request RR data or call any
other routine such as the RR Designate and Fine Preferred Track ing Attitude Routines.

If the Track flag is present, the routine next checks
for issuance of the RR Track Enable discrete and reception of
the RR Auto Mode discrete. The former discrete is removed
and not re-issued by the RR Monitor Routine whenever the RR
antenna angles exceed the limits in Fig. 2.4-3. Its absence
therefore indicates a need to go back to input(B)of Fig. 2.4-1
to re-establish the preferred tracking attitude and re-desig¬
nate the radar.

Afterwards, a check is made to insure that

RR data is not taken if the RR CDU's are being zeroed, if the
RR CDU's are being zeroed and program P-20is in operation, the
Fine Preferred Tracking Attitude Routine (R -65) of Section 5.2.4.4 is
called with a specified value of 2 for the quantity Nz, which indicates how
many times routine R -65 is to repeat itself before returning to routine R -;
The sequence used by the routine for reading RR data
is shown in Fig. 2. 4-6 where frequent checks are made on the
RR Data Good discrete to insure that no RR tracking interruptions
have occurred during the read-out.

W this discrete is missing,

the Tracker Fail o#i& Program Alarm lightitiir^turned on before
going to point
of Fig. 2. 4-1 to re-designate the RR. Note in

(5)

Fig. 2. 4-1 that checks are also made to see if the RR CDU's have
failed during the read-out and, if so, a return will also be made to
point (d) of Fig. 2.4-1, except that the Tracker Fail and Program
Alarm lights are not turned on by the Data Read Routine, but are
turned on by the RR Monitor Routine of Section 5.2. 4. 3.

PRELIMINARY
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Fig. 3. 4,4-4 LR Data Read Routine
( LR Position Command Subroutine )
5.3-73
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The logic associated with the LR Position Command Subroutine is shown
in Fig. 3. 4. 4-4. Initially, the routine checks to see if the LR Position Two
discrete is being received from the LR, signifying that the antenna is already in
Position Two.

If the discrete is not present, the LR Position Command discrete

is issued to the LR, causing its antenna to be driven to Position Two.

When

Position Two has been successfully obtained, it is seen that the NOLRREAD flag
is reset and the unit vectors defining the orientations of the range and velocity
beams for Position Two are determined.

Seven seconds after the start of the

routine, and each second thereafter, the routine checks to see if the LR Position
Two discrete is being received, untilgWonds have expired, at which time, an
alarm is issued to the astronaut.

alarm.

At this point, the astronaut has three options in response to the #523
He can terminate LR updating operation in R12 by entering V34E which

will set the NOLRREAD flag.

He can try to place the antenna in Position Two

with the separate antenna position control provided with the LR.

Entering

V32E in this case will cause checks to be made for the Position-Two discrete.
Finally, the astronaut may decide to use the LR after High-Gate, even if the
Position-Two discrete input has not appeared at the LGC input channel.
case, he will key in PROCEED, which will set the N0511FLG flag.

In this

If the

Position-One discrete is still present, the LR data will be used assuming the
LR is still in Position One. If the Position-One discrete is not present, it will
be assumed that the LR is in Position Two.

LR Velocity and Range Measurement Data . -- The velocity data ob¬
tained from the LR by the LR Data Read Subroutine are with respect to the LR
antenna coordinate system of Fig. 3. 4. 2-2 and are in a form which is described
as follows, along with the various data processing steps the LGC performs to
transform the data into the Navigation Base Coordinate System.
The velocity data furnished at the LGC interface by the LR comprise
three binary data words of the following form;

SXA =: [ <fi +f3> / 2 +fB:1 tLR
SYA = I <fl -f2>

+ fBJ tlr

SZA = t(f3-f2>

+ fB] tlr

(3.4.

where S^. SyA, and SZA correspond, respectively, to the velocity components
along the -XA, +YA, and +ZA antenna axes of Fig. 3. 4. 2-2.

The quantities f

f2, and f3 are the beam doppler frequencies, fg is the bias frequency used in die
LR, and rLR is the time interval used by the LR when counting the cycles of the
above frequencies so as to produce the data words

S

and S_..

The time

interval Tlr is 80.001 milliseconds.

PRELIMINARY
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coordinates, which are either obtained from the computer's star

ID

catalog, loaded by the astronaut, or computed from ephemeris
data such as for the Sun or Earth.
Once the alignment vectors have been obtained for
Technique 2, it is seen in Fig. 6. 2-2 that the remaining steps in
the alignment process are the same as described for Technique 0
in Section 5. 6. 2. 2. 2 except that Technique 2 also computes and
stores the LM attitude in moon fixed coordinates and sets the At¬
titude Flag.
desires.

The astronaut can repeat the final alignment if he so

At the bottom of page 2 of Fig. 6.2-2, it is seen that the

astronaut can repeat the final alignment by keying

in a "PROCEED"

If he wishes to establish a new landing site position vector as
described in Section 5.6.2. 2. 6, he must key in an "ENTER" after
the final alignment with Technique 2.
5.6.2.2.4

Technique 3 -IMU Alignment UsingtheGravity Vector
and One Celestial Body

Technique 3 is selected when the complete alignment is
to be made by determining the lunar gravity vector with the IMU
accelerometers and sighting on one celestial body with the AOT.
As will be discussed later, this technique may be selected by the
astronaut if he is only interested in determining the direction of
the gravity vector.

No program alarm is issued by program

P-57 when selecting this technique if the Attitude flag or REFSMFLA
is not set.

5.6-24

PRELIMINARY

5.6.3.1.3

Lunar Surface Star Acquisition Subroutine
The purpose of the Lunar Surface Star Acquisition

Subroutine is to assist the astronaut in locating a navigation
star with the AOT when the celestial body code (or star code)
has been selected by him at the beginning of the Lunar Surface
Sighting Mark Routine (R-59). The subroutine is bypassed when-the-*
aiitnoaai.it onleetr thn limn.l B^rMinii. >'>^**w*fifceati^«wwUii^7there
is no REFSMMAT just prior to entering the subroutine.
Initially, the subroutine checks to see if the star is
within 30 degrees of the center of the AOT field-of-view (FOV)
for any one of the six AOT viewing positions defined in Section
5. 6. 3. 1. 1.

If successful, the subroutine then computes the

reticle rotation angles needed to place the cursor and spiral of
the AOT reticle onto the star.

The parameters computed by

this subroutine for display to the astronaut are the following:
N

AOT viewing position as defined in

YROT

Reticle rotation angle in order to place

Section 5. 6. 3. 1. 1.

the cursor on the star for viewing position
N.
SROT

Reticle rotation angle in order to place
the spiral on the star for viewing position
N.
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<LV)

6T?
AV(LV)
3

J1PARM
J2PARM
K1PARM
K2PARM
THETCRIT

5. 5. 2
AY

AZj thru AZg
ELj thru ELg
AZ
EL
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Group 23A

S. MacDougall
Berberian
Gustafson
Higgins
Kachmar
Klumpp
Kriegsman

^IL7-205

15

Muller
Pippenger
Pu
Reber
Robertson

Group 23B

-J-Flaherty.
Barnert
Berman
Eyles
Finkelstein
Gilson

IL7-238A
Kirven
McCoy
Millard
Moore

9

Group 23B

J. Kaloostian
Bernikowich
Dunbar
Ostanek

IL7-221L
Volante
White

5

Group 23B

D. Lutkevich

IL7-228
Ciood
Hubbard
Kana
Klawsnik
Maher

Babicki
Beck
Danforth
Daniel
DeCain
Entes
Flaherty
Glendenning

38

Reed (20)
Williams
Wolff
Smith
IL7-203

1

Group 23P

A. Tucholke
Battin

Group 23B
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Densmore
Hamilton

IL7-221L
Rosenberg
Rye

4

J. Hargrove

IL7-111
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4
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3

Group 33
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Group 23H
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Group 23C

M. Erickson
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D-l
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Schlundt
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Work

11

Group 23D

g- Prangley
Nevms

IL7-209

1

Group 23P

J. Sutherland

IL7-266
Stubbs

2

Group 23D

F. McGann
Davis
Dunbar
Dirpcock
Johnson
Kiburz
Metzinger

13

Group 23P

C. Mitaris

IL7-332
Olsson
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Schulte
Sewall
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Woolsey
Groom e
IL7-213
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